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Gov. candidates debate in Kresge
Additional revenue
from traffic tickets to
help program
Kankakee County
residents convicted of traffic
or criminal offenses are going
to have to pay a bit more in
fines, but they’ll be helping
out teen court in the process.
Starting Feb. 1,
an extra $5 will be tacked
onto, fines levied against
anyone convicted of or
receiving
supervision
for a traffic offense,
iemeanot „.xtr. , felony.
The money the
fee generates will provide
funding
for
Kankakee
County Teen Court, Inc.

Lorenzo Smith
named to Olympic
bobsled team
Lorenzo Smith, a
1996 graduate of Kankakee
High School, has been
named to the U.S. Olympic
bobsled team. Smith, who
will be a brakeman for the
U.S. II sled, was informed
of his selection Sunday
night, according to his father
Lorenzo.
Smith was a football
player for Kankakee and
graduated from West Point
as Second Lieutenant in
2000. He is now Captain.
In February 2004, Smith
was part of a four-man
team that finished fourth at
the World Championship
at Lake Placid. The fourman bobsled competition
is scheduled to be televised
Feb. 24.

Your home
away from home

To subscribe call
(815) 937-3322.
Student & online-only
rates available

As moderator Paul Koch and Young Republicans President Trevor Winn look on, Chicago businessman Ron Gidwitz
answers a question on education. Businessman Jim Oberweis, State Senator Bill Brady and Gidwitz each tried to
prove they deserve the Republican nomination for governor in a forum held in Kresge on Jan. 17. Chris Gibson/Staff
By Rachel Buller
News writer

R e p u b l i c a n
gubernatorial
candidates
Jim Oberweis, Bill Brady
and Ron Gidwitz gathered
to discuss their stance on
education, economy, health
care, transportation, and gay
marriage Jan. 17 in Kresge
Auditorium.
The forum was the
first time this number of state
wide contenders has appeared
on the same platform in
Bourbonnais.
The
contenders
began with general opening
statements and later answered
questions from the audience.
Economics professor Paul
Koch moderated the questionand-answer session with
the assistance of Young
Republicans President Trevor
Winn, who felt the event was

beneficiary to the entire area.
“This forum is a great
opportunity for the community
to hear these Republican
candidates discuss current
issues and decide which
candidate most reflects their
personal beliefs,” he said.
All three candidates
emphasized the need for
better funding for the public
education system, addressing
a need for charter schools, tax
credit, meritpay and redirection
of classroom dollars. Next,
Oberweis, Brady and Gidwitz
tackled economic dilemmas
such as health care costs, job
deficiencies and workman’s
compensation fees.
Chicago businessman
and philanthropist Gidwitz
stressed competition with
neighboring states to reduce
health care costs through
the Jobs Now Tax Credit

program.
State Senator Bill
and businessman Oberweis
discussed medical malpractice
reform, increasing premium
expenses and health care for
illegal immigrants.
All three candidates
approved of the construction
of a third airport to reduce
O’Hare and Midway air traffic.
Also, none of the contenders
support civil unions, stating
the institution of marriage
should be between a man and
woman.
Audience questions
included
project
labor
agreement to construction
work provided entirely by
union workers, raising costs
12 to 18 percent. This remains
one reason Illinois businesses
transfer out of state. Regarding
this mobilization, mainstream
conservative Brady pledged

not to increase taxation.
Other questions were
asked about environmental
issues and what candidates
would do to help teenagers.
After the forum,
those in attendance met the
candidates, while the Oberweis
campaign provided ice cream.
History major Kerry
Sheehan left the event with
an increased understanding of
each contender’s platform.
“After attending I
would vote for Bill Brady,”
she said. “His conservative
values and political experience
impressed me the most, and
his outlined agenda showed
me that he has attainable goals
for the state of Illinois. Senator
Brady seemed to be the
most .politically and socially
competent candidate of the
three, and experience would
prove most valuable.”
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Bowling to scale mountain
F o llo w in g J a n u a r y clim b, university presid en t set to write book on travels
By Noah Hansen

Bowling and a group of six
to eight climbers will embark
Seeking
spiritual on the trip Jan. 23. The climb
renewal, University President will take seven days, but the
John Bowling will climb descent will only take three.
Mount Kilimanjaro, departing
“[The difference] has
for Africa on Jan. 21. When to do with acclimating to the
he returns, he plans to write a elevations,” Bowling said.
book about his travels.
Bowling aims to
Mount Kilimanjaro reach the summit of Mount
is the largest free-standing Kilimanjaro, known as Uhuru
volcano on the earth, rising Peak, by foot, according
to 19,340 feet. The journey to his itinerary. He will be
will be about 65 miles long. accompanied by a professional
News writer
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The G lim m erG lass is the
official newspaper of the
Associated Students of
Olivet Nazarene Univer
sity and a member of the
Illinois College Press As
sociation. The opinions
expressed in the GlimmerG lass are those of each
writer and are not neces
sarily held by the Asso
ciated Students Council,
faculty, administration or
students of Olivet Naza
rene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
The Glim m erG lass en

courages readers to re
spond through letters to
the editor. For publication,
letters must be signed and
sent to Glim m erG lass,
Box 6024. The editor re
serves the right to edit let
ters for content, style, and
length. Publication is not
guaranteed. Further inqui
ries may be addressed by
calling the^GlimmerGlasSl
office at campus exten
sion 5315.

Students raised$2,500,
an Olivet fundraising record,
for children of Hopkins Park,
one of the poorest areas in
Illinois, as reported by Oprah.
Over the Christmas season,:
volunteers, gave gift packages
to 493 children.
Students raised three
times more funds than any
other project in the universities’
history.
Volunteers distributed
326 gift packages to students of
Lorenzo Smith Grade School
on Wednesday, Dec 14.
' Each boy received
a blanket tied with twine, in
addition to a basketball or
football and a homemade
Christmas card. Younger boys
received gloves as well. Each
girl received a blanket holding
a Bratz doll or a hairdryer,
gloves and a scarf. Some age
groups also received a hat, and
younger girls received coloring Two girls at Lorenzo Smith Grade School enjoy Christ
mas presents Olivet students brought them on Dec. 14.
books.
Submitted
photo
Leader of the outreach
project, sophomore Tatiana
Kaminski, marveled at how gift in her hands. Kaminski felt
Kaminski sends her
full the Tiger bus was with she had to try to convince the thanks to Katie Novak, who
toys on the way to the school. girl, a 4-year-old preschooler, led a card-making committee,
“We couldn’t even that she could actually keep nursing students, who made
use the heater ... because the the present.
many homemade scarves and
plastic bags would start a fire,”
“When I gave her the everyone else involved.
Kaminski said, laughing.
gift and crouched down to be at
“It’s exciting to see the
In addition, volunteers . her eye level, it kind of seemed children receive the gifts; to
gave gifts to 167 students at . unbelievable,” she said. “To see the glow in their eyes,” she
two camps in November.
see all the energy and the work says. “But I think the biggest
Sophomore Barb Hart put into the project and to look thing that impacted me was to
was amazed at the record- into the eyes of the child - that see the campus unite and reach
breaking funding that made is the summary of that work those kids together.”
the efforts possible.
was incredibly humbling.” •
Students have leftover
“To be honest I really
Due to complications funds to support future
think it was a ‘God thing,’” she involved with blanket orders, outreach in the community
said. “When the proposal first the committee decided not because
donations
kept
came up, it seemed impossible. to order children’s socks, arriving after the committee
... The response shows ... God something they had hoped finalized orders a week prior
really works on this campus.” to accomplish. Money the to the outreach. Future projects
Kaminski
fondly freshmen class raised for socks may include work projects and
remembered the first child who was used to buy last-minute the distribution of food baskets
approached her as she held a toys instead.
in March.

African guide, a small group
of porters and several others.
He will go without
showering or using any type
of running water for 10 days
and will be without shelter for
warmth.
“There are no ski
lodges on Kilimanjaro,” he
said.
In addition to securing
airfare, travel and equipment,
Bowling must make medical
preparations as well.
“I’ve had five major
shots: yellow fever, hepatitis,
typhoid, polio and tetanus.
I’m also taking malaria pills,”
he said.
Bowling says there
is no clear, single reason for
taking the trip, but it does serve
a purpose. He sees the quest as
a spiritual retreat rather than a
vacation. Bowling compares
his life to a rubber band.
“I can stay here at
Olivet, a life I love, and stay
the same shape. Or, I can go
on this trip to stretch myself,
change myself, for the better,”
he explained.
Bowling realized that
he will not be well-known on
the mountain.
“At Olivet, I’m defined
by my job and role,” he says.
“Up on the mountain, no one
in the group will know who
I am. This will be a time of
self-actualization and selfimprovement.”
Bowling’s wife Jill
supports his dream.
“I’m really excited
for him” she said. “It will be
interesting for him to be away
from it all.”
A few years ago,
Bowling set the goal to
accomplish his adventure once
he turned 60, but decided not
to wait.
“You shouldn’t live
life delayed,” he says. “Do
what you can now.”
Bowling’s itinerary is
available on Blackboard. The
above photo is courtesy of
africansafari.com.
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Study abroad students write about
their experiences in Africa. Check it
out at glimmerglass.olivet.edu.

Beery remodels community center
By Rachel Green
Variety writer

Above, the game and craft room at the Kankakee Community Resource
Center is now available to youth who attend its after-school program. Se
nior Stacy Beery refinished the unusable room last semester. Below, Beery
scraps the floor during one of her many hours of work. Submitted photos

Stacy Beery, a senior
social work major, volunteered
her time at the Kankakee
Community Resource Center
before Christmas break to
remodel rooms used by
children in the community
during the day.
The
Community
Resource Center has a youth
outreach program, with which
Beery has been interning
during the past two semesters.
The Center provides an
after-school program
for
approximately 60 Kankakee
youth, ages six to 16, where
they can hang out with friends
and work on homework in a
safe place.
Located in an old
armory building, the Center
is comprised of a homework
room, craft room, cafeteria
and tfmall gym. The facility
depends on volunteers and
donations. Since the staff is
limited, much of their attention
has gone to the children who
benefit from the center’s
resources.
According to Beery
in a press release, “with the
largely unused ‘craft room’
crammed with boxes and old
donated items, students were
basically left with two options:
homework or basketball.”
Consequently,
the senior
saw the need for updating
the building. It became her
passion.
Beery’s, starting goal

was to renovate as much of the
Community Resource Center
as possible. With the help of
volunteers, business donations
and her own money, she was
able to reconstruct an unusable
craft room into something
colorful, fun and functional.
“They are providing
a safe place for kids in the
community to come and play
each day, and it seems to me
that it’s time for the community
to give back,” Beery said. “The
community needs to deposit as
much into it as it is withdrawing
from this wonderful resource.
I knew even if I was unable to
accomplish all my goals, the
fact that I tried to go the extra
mile would speak something
positive to these kids.”
Much time was spent
painting, redecorating and
cleaning the Center. Beery.
spent 100-plus hours working
on the project, sometimes
working 24 hours in a row
in order to keep up with the
work that needed to be done.
Whether it was working alone.
or with few volunteers, Beery
did not let anything stop her
momentum.
“To sum it up, I am
worn out!” she said. “At the
same time, I have rarely felt
this fulfilled.”
An open house was
held on Dec. 19 at 3 p.m. At
that time the game and craft
room Beery had completed
were revealed to the children
at the Community Resource
Center.

Relationship seminars expand on chapel
By Sara Danner
Variety writer

Relationship
seminars are being offered in
correlation with the chapel
theme this semester of “Great
Expectations: God’s Divine
Design.”
These seminars,
happening six time throughout
the semester, include speakers
from chapel expanding on their
insights about relationships.
“The chapel period
is not long enough to cover
all the pertinent material, so
we want to use these great
resource people when we
have them here to address
other topics in the relationship
series,” Associate Chaplain
Beth Olney said.
. “It’s
going
to
help students understand
themselves and male/female
differences better,”
Olney
said. “It’s going to help them

develop a healthy balance in
their relationships and will
answer questions students
sometimes doesn’t even know
they’re asking, but they’re
experiencing frustrations. It
will give them handles to put
on the experiences,”
On Jan: 18, David
and Beth English spoke at
8:30 p.m. on the wounds
experienced throughout life.
They discussed how healing
from these wounds is crucial
to be able to continue to
have health and wholeness in
everyday relationships.
During the seminar,
they identified the five most
significant wounds that young
people need to work through.
The seminar was beneficial to
understanding the inner self
better as well as developing
and maintaining a healthy
relationship with the opposite

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
815-929-1866

sex.
In addition, Bill and
Pam Barrel will be speaking
Jan. 25 at 8:30 p.m. on their
book “Why Men and Women
Act the Way They Do.” The
book focuses on the impact
of DNA on each gender and
how it affects behavior and
communication.
Their
seminars
focus on becoming more
understanding
and
less
judgmental of the differences
between the sexes in hopes that
listeners will cultivate healthier
relationships with members of
the opposite gender.
“The reason we bring
them in and are having the
series is because this is where
college students are at right
now,” Olney said. “Students
want answers on how they can
make relationships better and
more effective.”
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TCW: Fight to be king of the ring
By Rachel Buller_______
Variety writer
As contestants don
eccentric apparel and display
stellar physical feats, one
might think they have walked
in on a WWF match rather
than Olivet’s chapel. Tiger
Championship Wrestling will
take place in Chalfant Hall on
Jan. 27 at 7 p.m. Young men
prepare for a battle of the ring
as they begin to perfect their
body slams, flips and head
bashes.
Sponsored by Men’s
Residential Life (MRL), TCW
is a huge event that attracts a
full house year after year. The
tradition has been going on for
around a decade.
Previous competitions
have included performances
by the Manteno Mangier, Half
and Half, and the Dreamsicle.
While the latter has retired, this
is sure to be a great main event
as Mexican Connection duo
Grant Stephenson and Michael

Sanchez take on Team Burpo,
Dan Freed and Jeff Litsey.
In
addition,
sophomore class president
Tim Taylor will reappear as
the Toolman against freshman
Tim Hall.
MRL president Joe
Lee predicts the completely
student-led match will be a
success.
“There are a few new
wrestlers pumped to get a
shot in TCW as a good time
is expected to be had by all,”
Lee said.
Senior
' Scotty
Moe, also known as the
Impostenator,
will
be
defending his championship
against “Irish” Jon Hall.
Seniors Marc and Matt
McLain as the Raven Flock
compete against the tag team
Argo Amazingness.
Referee Kirk Davis
notes the dedication and work
from start to finish.
“I’ve talked to. a lot
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Twin brothers Marc and Matt McLain try their moves on each other during one of the
wrestlers' late night practices. TCW will take place on Jan. 27 in Chalfant this year.
Chris Gibson/Staff
of guys who wanted to get
involved,” Davis said. “We
practice in the turf room for
two to three hours a night for

two weeks. Though it can be out of character.”
dangerous, it is well worth
Ticket prices are $3
your $4 to see a good show and $4 at the door and go on
and fun to see your classmates sale Jan. 24.
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Want to respond to a story? Register
and post your comments online
at glimmerglass.olivet.edu.

New album is music to Randall’s ears
With the help o f Caedmon’s Call’s Andrew Osenga, alum Jake Randall is set to take his musical career
to a new high with his first record, featuring well-known musicians and life-inspired songs.
By Jonathan Swigart
;
A&E Editor

“Everybody
needs like a good hang. When he forward to make it as good as should definitely go for it if
encouragement,
everybody later approached me about it could be. He was pushing that’s what they feel they’re
For many, the step into needs a word to say ‘keep producing his record I was himself to play and sing at the being called to do; to not let
glad.”
top of his ability and I really anything get in the way of
college is one that marks the going, I believe in you’.”
However, despite the.
The work occurred in appreciated that,” said Osenga. their dreams and not be afraid
dawning of a new era. Many
who enter this new stage in life enormous amounts of spiritual, two one-week periods in which He then mentioned that he put themselves out there.
“I don’t want fame, I
and
emotional Randall was in Nashville could see the excitement
do so in order to build on the monetary
dreams they have carried over support from his family and working with musicians from flowing from Randall, along don’t want fortune, I just want
friends, Randall concedes that bands such as Jars Of Clay and with what he says is rightful to be able to share my music
from high school.
However, there are also his progression to this point others. Jake commented that pride in the work he has done. with people that are hurting.
Randall is taking I want people to relate to my
those who discover something • has not been so easy. He went working with such high caliber
new about themselves^ on to say that he nearly gave musicians was an experience everything in stride at current, music. I want people to realize
time. With the album nearly that they’re not the only one
something lurking in the
complete, hë wants to focus that’s suffering they're not the
shadows just waiting to be
on people hearing his music only one that’s in the boat,” said
uncovered. One such example
and connecting with it more Jake, expressing his belief that
of this is the relationship that
than anything, citing that the the most impotant thing about
Jake Randall has with his
message of his music is what’s what he’s doing is the message
music.
that the music promotes.
most important to him.
Randall, a 2005 Olivet
According to Randall,
“The
only
thing
I’m
graduate, has been working
looking forward to as I travel the support he received all this
since early last year (2005) on
and as I journey as people time along with his trust that
what will be his first album.
listen to my CD is that they will this is where God wants him to
According to Randall, the
come to the realization that it’s be have allowed him to enjoy
album is very near completion
ok to wear your life on your the experience. “I got my
with only three tracks left for
sleeve; that it’s ok to forget the second wind and I went for it;
mastering and a few other
etiquette, to sit down and have and I’m going for it.” .
minor'details to be taken care
a conversation with somebody
of.
and to pull your sleeves up
Conversely,
music Jake Randall, a 2005 Olivet grad who now works at Col
T hou ghts on
lege
Church
of
the
Nazarene,
will
release
his
first
fulland put your elbows on the
wasn’t even a thought in his
mind until his sophomore length album in mid- to late February. Submitted photo table and say ‘this is what I’m Jake Randall's future
year of high school and didn’t
dealing with, this is who I am,
"I think [the album is]
really come into play until his up when he graduated, citing within itself.
thèse are my addictions, these
“You
don’t
realize
that
the
idea
of
his
traveling
freshman year at ONU.
a great way for him to
are my problems.’”
it
“I had' no desire of and performing with the Jake what
Randall
pursue his music career
doing music here at Olivet Randall band coming to an end takes to be "I don't want
said to expect
and a great way for him
a musician
when I first came here. I came left him a little discouraged.
the
finished
fame,
I
don't
to expand his horizons
While Randall says he down there.
here for youth ministry and
album around the
beyond Olivet."
youth ministry alone and then later became ok with the idea Those guys want fortune, I
middle to end of
it all changed my freshman that he might be done, a friend are cutthroat. just want to be
February.
The
»GRANT STEPHENSON
year,” he said, adding that by the name of Matt DeYoung T h e y
CD release party
able
to
share
my
s
a
c
r
i
f
i
c
e
was
not
yet
ready
to
let
Jake
playing with different people
is expected to be
"I'm kind of excited
on campus and traveling with quit, allowing Randall to stay their family, music with
held at College
they
sacrifice
in
his
home
and
keeping
an
about
[the album] be
Vision Project allowed him to
Church’s North
people
that
are
time,
they
encouraging
word
in
his
ear.
cause I want to see what
immerse himself a little deeper
Campus facility,
One thing led to s a c r i f i c e hurting."
in the world of music. Soon
he can do on his own."
an event that
after, the Jake Randall band another and Randall found their money,
Randall says will
»CHRIS SANDERS
was formed and things looked himself in talks with Andrew they sacrifice »JAKE RA N DALL
include a lighting
Osenga about creating the now ever y t h i n g
to be falling into place.
and sound crew,
"I'm not really sure I can
that they are
One of the biggest nearly-finished album.
as well as people
compare [Jake] to some
Osenga, a producer just so they can make it.”
factors that Randall points
coming from different places
one, because I'm a junior
Nevertheless, Randall to play.
his success to is the support at Velvet Eagle Studios
at Olivet and for the last
Nashville,
Tennessee kept a good attitude about him
received from his parents. in
When it all comes
three years I've been
and guitarist for the band and proceeded with the project. down to it, Randall says
R a n d a l l ’s
This
was
noticed
especially
by
C
a
e
d
m
o
n
’
s
enjoying Jake's music, I
f a t h e r
that he’s gracious for the
"Everybody
needs
Osenga
who
was
impressed
by
Call
said
he
was
think
he's really talented
r e por t e dl y
opportunity God has given
the
effort
put
forth
by
Jake
to
happy
to
work
and I really appreciate
took
out encouragement,
him to display his talent and
never settle for less than his that people should expect an
a
twenty- everybody needs a with Randall.
his music."
best.
“I
met
thousand
honest album. He also said
“He had a great that any musicians looking
[Jake] with my
dollar loan to word to say'keep
» GARY BISHIR
always
pushing to pursue a career in music
cousin
Lisa attitude,
help Jake pay going, I believe in
Denault early
for all of his
youC"
last year when
equipment,
Correction
they came down
right down
In a Dec. 8, 2005, story on the music department’s performance of
to
Nashville
to his trailer. »JAKE RAN DALL
Handel’s Messiah, several mistakes were printed. The performance took
for one of the
Randall
big
Passion
place on Dec. 2 & 3, was conducted, by Jeff Bell and Neal Woodruff (who
believes that
without the support his parents conferences. I was helping
were also the faculty solists), and featured parts of all three sections of the
showed him when he first her record a few songs and he
original performance. The GlimmerGlass regrets these errors.
started out in music he would came down and played guitar
on one of them. I thought he
not be where he is today.
had a lot of talent and seemed
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Drama groups offer unique message
Through skits and sliort dramas, the six different tennis o f performers who moke up the Omegn troupe
travel all over the region delivering the message o f God in their own special way
By Amy Kistner
A&E writer

For freshmen, college
life is both new and confusing.
They are in a new place with
new people and want to fit in.
Many remember how much
they enjoyed extra-curricular
activities in high school
and decide to find one on
Olivet’s campus that fits their
personality.
One campus group,
Omega, is where junior Cirena
Sifferd found her new family.
“When I was a
freshman, trying to find my
niche, Omega was more than
willing to take me in. It’s
always been about making the
members feel ' united under
one purpose,” said Sifferd,
who now helps coordinate the
entire troupe of performers
with junior Andrew Brodock.
“I
know
that
personally, the team I led last
year was like family to me,”
said Sifferd. “The people that
you meet here, more than
likely, will be those friends
that last beyond college.”
One of the Spiritual
Life outreach ministries,
Omega shares God’s Word
through skits and short
dramas.
Omega,
like
the
musical ministry Lifesong, is
comprised of individual teams
that travel to various churches,
retreats, youth groups and
other places and events within
the region.
Each team usually
consists of four to six members. This year there
are six teams and about 30
members in Omega. While
Sifferd and Brodock are the
overall leaders, each group has
its own leader or co-leaders.
On a
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Omega groups are
selected after auditions in
the fall and spend the first
semester getting to know one
another and practicing various
skits and dramas.
“Rehearsals are always
fun,” said team leader Daniel
Callan. “Instant. life-long
friends are made by keeping
God at the center.”
The second semester is
spent touring to various places
around the region, including
some of the members’ home
churches.
i . “We’ve been most
everywhere" on the region!
We’ve done youth retreats at
Lansing, Mich., a show with
Spoons for Forks in Ottawa,
111., and helped run the 36
Hour Famine in Perry, Mich.,”
said Sifferd. “We’ve also led
Sunday morning worship in
Wisconsin and supervised and
performed at a teen lock-in in

"[Omega has] al
ways been about
making the mem
bers feel united
under one pur
pose."
» C IRENA SIFFERD
OMEGA HEAD LEADER

northern Indiana. And that was
just one team, spring of last
year.”
According to Sifferd,
this semester Omega has a
variety of places each group
will be traveling to.
“Most teams will be
traveling five to seven times
this semester,” she said.
Omega has been
a part of the Spiritual Life
ministries on Olivet’s campus
since the 1980s, according to
Elizabeth Björling. The junior
high youth pastor at College
Church, Björling is a former
Omega member.
“It started around the
same time as Lifesong and the
Spiritual Life council,” said
Björling. “Lifesong and Omega
were both ways that Olivet
students could share their gifts
and talents with congregations
and groups outside of the
Olivet ‘bubble.’”
The message Omega
tries to convey every time the
individual groups perform
is “God speaks constantly.”
Omega believes He not only
speaks to the people that
the groups perform for, but

also to the group members
themselves and that He uses
various emotions expressed in
skits to touch people’s hearts
and lives.
“God can minister to
the heart of an elderly person
by seeing a skit, or a young
teenager by making a friend
and role model out of someone
in Omega,” said Sifferd.
Omegagroupmembers
experience many interesting
things while both practicing
and traveling. Sifferd shared
many humorous experiences
, that occurred during their
travels.
“At • a church in
Waukegan, we were doing
a skit about people that the
church needs to take in, like
unwed mothers, etc. I was
carrying around a Mickey
Mouse doll wrapped in
blankets to supposedly be my
‘baby’. During rehearsal, an
elderly gentleman walked up
and thinking that it was a real
baby said, ‘Aww, he looks just
like you.’”
Even bigger and
stronger than the bond of
humor between the members
is the bond they feel God
brings to the group. Callan
says he keeps learning just
how incredible God is and
how He works all things out to
His glory.
One time Callan’s
team had three skits planned
to perform at a church, but the
pastor called and wanted to be
more involved in what kind
of skit they were going to be
doing. They rewrote the entire
first part of the skit the day
before they were supposed to
perform it at the church.
The group
stayed
calm and ended up learning
the skit and touching the
congregation.
The most important
thing that Callan has learned
through Omega is, “God is
faithful and humorous. Don’t
rely on your own wisdom,
planning or abilities because
you will fail. Everything
would fail without God. He is
the ultimate completer of our
faith.”
As members grow
closer together each year,
the close-knit Omega family
continues to use its talents
to spread God’s message
to people throughout the
region. According to Callan,
j “There is nothing better
than taking those talents and
giving them back to Him.”

From top to bottom, Omega group members Joni
Holmes, Nathan Lacher,Caitlin Dodson, Chad Bailey *
and Amanda Taylor show the light-hearted attitude of
the Omega troupe behind a door in Wisner. Submitted
photo
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Do not be overcome by evil,
but overcome evil with good.
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Makom Festival 2006

Above, gospel choir performs at Makom Festival in Chalfant on Saturday, Jan. 14. At right,Trenton
Ivey, a sophomore Spiritual Life Council member, reads the Bible. Featuring speaker Matthew
Paul Turner, the three nights of student-led revival services attracted more than 400 students
each night. See story, page 8. Chris Gibson/Staff
Missions in Action, the
short-term missions
program coordinated
by Jennifer McClellan in
the chaplain's office, sent
a group of 24 students
and adult leaders to Lake
Charles, La., from Jan. 2-9
to help rebuild following
the destruction of Hur
ricane Rita in September.
At left, the entire group
is pictured outside Lake
Charles First Church of the
Nazarene. Another group
will go over spring break.
Submitted photos

At far right, senior Amanda
Gordon helps Professor
Jan Hockensmith, senior
Chrissy Shelton and senior
Mark Granger clear debris
in front of the church.
"Leaving the trip I felt the
Lord at work in the lives
of the people we were
able to impact through
Him, not through us,"said
Gordon.
Submitted photo
Meanwhile, at near right,
senior Jordan Mitchell
helps laydown a floor
in Bayou La Batre,Ala.
Mitchell and senior Jesse
Washkau volunteered with
Nazarene Disaster Relief in
Bayou La Batre from Dec.
21-Jan. 7.
Submitted photo

Hope after the
hurricane
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Makom Festival invokes God’s presence
Junior class chaplain reflects on student-led revival services, responsibilities God has given Christians
By Eric Paul
• Spiritual Life writer
In Hebrew, the word
“makom” actually means “the
place where God is,” and is
taken from the story of Moses
and the burning bush. Makom
Festival is an annual series
of worship events via music,
drama, dancing, preaching,
prayer, and scripture reading,
to invoke the presence of God.
The heart of Makom
finds its beginning and end in
Christ. His Spirit prompted
us, and \ye followed. The
journey began with only one
destination: to see Christ high
and lifted up so that all may
see his glory.
We may have heard
about surrender, but it was

only in the case of Christ. We
may have learned of intimacy,
but it was of a type of His
divinity inteijecting into our
humanity. We may have
listened about investment, but
it was an investment at the
foot of the cross. And when
the music fades, the words
are spoken, and the lights die
down, there still only remains
us and Christ.
It is in Him, that we
live and move and have our
being. If Christ were to find
his resting place in us, then
there should be a reaction
so revolutionary that would
change not only our personal
decisions but also our personal
actions, as speaker Matthew
Paul Türner explained.

Christ, as one who us. There is something terribly
is begotten, begets love: love wrong when we spend $300
for self, love for friend, love on the latest iPod but don’t
for enemies and love for God. give money to the homeless
What is it about //
that we pass on
What
kind
of
love
the words, “Go,
our way to buy
sell everything do we have when
it. What kind
you have and
of love do we
we hide... and
give to the
show when we
poor,”
Matt. refuse the broken hide
behind
10:21
NIV, road of the cross?" the
false
that turns us
masquerade
off? Have we
of perfection
become so consumed with and refuse the broken road of
the culture around us that the cross? Jesus set a higher
we ignore Jesus before us? standard for those who follow
“Whatever you have done for him in Matthew 5:48 (NIV):
the least of these, you have “Be perfect, therfore, as your
done for me.”
Jesus heavenly Father is perfect.”
doesn’t just hint at social Can we finally come to a place
activism. He portrayed it in his in our lives where we are
life and demands the same of honest, not only with ourselves

but also with those around us
and with a God who already
knows our hurts and pains?
Could that be a step toward
perfection?
Vice-president
of
Spiritual
Life
McCartha
McKenzie sent us away with
the words ‘‘remember the
cross.” For some, the cross
represents the commitments
of the weekend. For others, it
symbolizesasweetsacrifice.For
all, it stands as the pinnacle of
the Christian faith where every
person has the opportunity to
bring their past stories to meet
their present state in honest
supplication with the promise
of redemption. Only through
our honest humility do we gain
freedom in Christ.

Speakers, seminars build on chapel theme
By Hannah Witt
Spiritual Life editor
In service to the spring
semester chapel theme, “Great
Expectations: God’s Divine
Design,” a select group of
speakers will speak in morning
chapel and stay on to give eve
ning seminars about their areas
of expertise. Following is a list
of the seminars, as well as the
dates and times when they will
be held.

How Does a Waffle
Talk to Spaghetti?
Jan. 25-26
B ill and Pam Farrel

Bill and Pam Farrel
are Christian authors who have
written numerous books about
the roles of men and women.
One of their best selling books
is “Men are like Waffles,
Women are like Spaghetti.’’
This book takes a funny spin
on how men have completely
separate parts of their life
such as a waffle has different
compartments, whereas every
part of a woman’s life is inter
twined like spaghetti. In a fun
ny but biblically sound tone
the book gives advice on male
and female relationships and
how to make them successful.
The couple has done speaking

jobs all over the country and
throughout the world. There
will also be a Wednesday
night service at 8:30 in Wisner, where the couple will talk
about why men and women act
the way they do.

What’s the Big Deal
About Going Too Far?
Feb. 1
Jason Perry
Jason Perry founded
Oak Tree Ministries, which
gives help to people striving to
make a difference in the life of
youth by providing them with
assets and instruction. A native
of Hopkins Park, 111., Perry has
written many books on sexual
purity, for both the Christian
and the non-Christian mar
kets.
*
“He has a passion for
helping young people see the
life-saving truth about sexual
ity, and he takes it around the
world,” said Assistant Chap
lain Beth Olney. Perry will
also host a Wednesday night
question-and-answer session
in Wisner at 8:30.

Looking for Love in
All the Wrong Places?
Feb. 15-16
Melissa Fryrear
Mike Haley
A former lesbian, Me
lissa Fryrear is currently wçrking for Focus on the Family as
their Homosexuality and Gen
der Analyst. Fryrear grew up

in a Christian home but never
accepted Christ and found
herself being drawn into the
lifestyle of a homosexual. For
more than 10 years, Fryrear
lived the life of a homosexual,
but God would not let her go.
He challenged her and eventu
ally led her back home. Today
she works through speaking
and writing to teach others
what she has learned about ho
mosexuality.
Also a former homo
sexual, Mike Haley manages
the Homosexuality and Gen
der department at Focus on the
Family and is chairman of the
board of Exodus InternationalNorth America, an organiza
tion that allows people to see
the freedom from sexuality
that can be gained through Je
sus Christ. Haley spends a lot
of his time educating young
adults about homosexuality.
“[Fryrear and Haley]
will discuss the myths we are
told along with the things that
cause a person to fall into that
lifestyle and how to get help,”
said Olney. “This chapel is a
definitely-’don’t-miss,’
and
‘invite your friends.’”
A Love Won Out con
ference with Fryrear and Hal
ey will be held on Wednesday,
Feb. 15. The first session will
run from 3-5 and the second.
from 7-9 in Chalfant Audito
rium.

Where’s the Virtue in
Virtual Sex?
Feb. 22
Greg Speck

Greg Speck is a youth
ministries specialist who
speaks about pornography. Air
though he is not affiliated with
a specific company, he travels
with many people and speaks
in all different places. He will
discuss the- detriment that is
caused by pornography and
how it can hurt a future rela
tionship with a real person. .
“He. has been highly
recommended by many peo
ple,” said Olney. “I do not think
we will be disappointed.”
Speck will also speak
on Wednesday night in Wisner
at 8:30 on characteristics to
look for in a partner.

Why Does Their Fail
ure Impact My Fu
ture?
Feb. 23
Jeromy D eibler
Jeromy Deibler, lead
singer of the Christian band
Far From Home (FFH), will
speak on the topic of the effect
parent’s choices have on their
children. FFH has recorded 10
albums and have topped the
charts of Christian music nu
merous times. Deibler and his
wife Jennifer will discuss his
parents’ divorce and the im
pact it had on him as he grew
older.
“I think it will speak
volumes to the students that he
is willing to be vulnerable and
share his story,” said Olney.
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Jimmy sounds off on the NFL play-offs
and gives Super Bowl predictions at
glimmerglass.oliyet.edu.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Tigers stay perfect in C C A C play
Mens basketball team continues win streak by defeating
IU-SB 70-58, thanks to solid defensive and offensive balance
By Jimmy Street
Sports editor
When a team with a
record of 2-16 comes into your
home arena, some teams might
find it hard to remain focused
and take earning a win for
granted. On Tuesday night, the
Tigers (11-8, 3-0) did nothing
of the sort, defeating Indiana
University-South Bend (2-17,
0-2) 70-58 to remain perfect in
CCAC play.
In the first half, the
Olivet defense held the Titans
to 1-10 from three-point range
and took an 11-point advan
tage to the locker room.
“We are really try
ing to focus on the defensive
end because our conference is
guard heavy this year so we
have been working on our on
the ball defense in practice
quite a bit, and that seems to
be carrying over into the games
so far,” said senior point guard
Zach Birkey. * ?M
In contrast to the two-'
man attack that the Tigers used
to move past St. Francis (111.)
on Saturday afternoon, the
Olivet offense was much more
balanced throughout the con
test against the visiting Titans.
Olivet finished the
game with three players in
double digits, and every play-

er who stepped onto the floor and finishing the game with 17
finished with at least three points.
points.
Another key to Olivet’s
“A big part of our of success was offensive rebound
fense is timing, and tonight our ing and second chance points.
timing was much better than The Tigers out-rebounded the
it was on Saturday,” assistant Titans on the offensive end 16coach Dan Voudrie said.
7 and outscored the visitors
20-6 on second chance oppor
"We have our big tunities.
Sophomore transfer
gest three games
Brett Cole provided a spark
of the season com off the bench for the Tigers as
well.
ing up with Bres
“Whenever we put a
cia at Conseco, St.
player in the game, we expect
Xavier...and Rob
them to make a contribution.
This season, our new players
ert Morris...so we
have lived up to those expec
will definitely need tations, and tonight Brett did
all the fan support that for us,” Voudrie said.
The Tigers will be
we can get."
back in action on Saturday
afternoon when they travel to
» ZACH BIRKEY
Conseco Fieldhouse for HooPOINT GUARD
sier Hysteria.
“We have our big
gest three games of the sea
Senior Zach Johnson son coming up with Brescia
returned to the starting line at Conseco, St. Xavier, who
up and led the Tigers' from is our school rival, and Rob
beyond the arc, shooting 3-6 ert Morris, who is always in
and finishing the game with 11 the top ten and probably the
Stan Chismark goes up for a lay-up against St. Francis.
points.
best opponent we will face this
Chismark
is the Tigers' leading scorer this year. Chris
Junior Stan Chismark year, so we will definitely need
wa§ the high scorer for Olivet all the fan support we can get,” Gibson/Staff
for the second straight contest, Birkey said.
shooting 7-12 from the field

Netherton’s

Tigers'-two-man second h a lf scoring attack, composed o f Chis
mark and French, proves effective enough to beat St. Francis
By Jimmy Street
Sports editor
In most cases, if a team
only has two players scoring
for half of a game, they come
up short when the clock runs
out.
However, it was just
the opposite for the Tigers last
Saturday as Phil French and
Stan Chismark took the 'of
fense on their backs in the sec
ond half and carried Olivet to a
65-56 win over CCAC foe St.
Francis.
In the first half, the
Tigers showed signs of pull
ing away from the Saints, but
thanks to a 12-3 St. Francis
run near the end of the opening
half, the visitors took a 32-31
lead into the locker room.
When the teams re
turned to the floor for the final
20 minutes of play, St. Francis

continued to have their way
with the Tiger defense, but
more importantly, held the Ti
gers to five points in the first
nine minutes of the half.
During that 9-minute span, Olivet didn’t score
a field goal until the 17:43
mark, when French found the
bucket. He would net the only
other three points during the
drought, and St. Francis would
open up their lead with a 14-5
run. .
However, in the final
11 minutes Chismark would
come alive to net 13 second
half points.
The most notable
Chismark basket came with
around four minutes to play
when he fired a long range
three-pointer which would ig
nite the McHie Arena crowd
of 571 and cut the deficit to

seven points at 39-46.
The Olivet defense
was a huge factor down the
stretch, as the Tigers held St.
Francis to 33 percent shooting
in the second half. The most
impressive feat accomplished
by the Tiger defense was
holding the Saints to just four
points in the final eight min
utes of the game, as the Tigers
would rally for a 16-4 run to
take the contest.
Olivet shot an impres
sive 19-22 from the charity
stripe, and St. Francis was sol
id from the line as well, going
12-15.
Chismark led the'Ti
gers with 24 total points and
French scored 18 as he picked
up a game-high eight re
bounds. Phil Howell pitched
in 11 points and Zach Birkey
led the team with six assists.

BODY SHOP, INC.
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Back on track
By Jimmy Street_______
Sports editor

The Tigers (9-10, 21) got back on track in CCAC
play against Indiana Univer
sity-South Bend (10-9, 1-1)
on Jan. 17, using a mixture of
good pressure defense'and offesnive rebounding to defeat
the visiting Titans, 93-78.
In Saturday’s contest
against St. Francis the Tigers
major flaw was shaky defense,
but head coach Doug Porter
used the entire practice on
Monday afternoon to focus on
that aspect of the game plan,
and what he worked on with
the team led the Tigers to force
23 first half turnovers.
“We’re rotating and
anticipating a lot better than
we had been,” Porter said.
Aside from forcing a
large number of turnovers, the
Tigers also managed to keep
the Titans out of rhythm on the
offensive end, causing- sloppy
passing which led to the high
number of Tiger take-aways.
The difference in the
game was the margin of points
off turnovers, as the Tigers
outscored the Titans 37-9.

Porter also attributed
the win to the fact that his
team attempted nearly twice as
many shots as the visitors, put
ting them in a great position to
win the game.
Hilary Disch led the
Tigers with 19 points and eight
steals. Kellie Mullin added 16
points, and Courtney Hehn
pitched in 14.
Robertine Frederick
collected 12 rebounds, while
Alynn Vanden Bosch hauled in
nine boards as Olivet grabbed
26 offensive rebounds. The Ti
tans only pulled in 15.
“We did a good job
offensive rebounding, and
we also forced 36 turnovers.
Those are always two big stats
for us,” Porter said.
In contrast to forcing
such a high number of turn
overs, the Tigers only turned
the ball over 14 times and
collected three times as many
steals as the visiting team.
The women’s squad
will be back in action on Sat
urday afternoon when Cardinal-Stritch University (Wis.)
comes to McHie Arena for a

Junior Missy Kalas attempts a lay-up in McHie Arena.
Chris Gibson/Staff
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Should protesters be allowed at funerals?
Cást your vote at glimmerglass.olivet.edu«
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How to swing the ‘Baseball Bat of God’
By Wes McKain
Forum writer
“But for them to
come during the worst time
for this family — it’s just
wrong.” Those words from
Danny Cotton, a friend of the
Tennessee National Guard
soldiers who died in Iraq and
were buried this last August in
their hometown of Smyrna. The
comment was made through the
din of angry counter-protestors
who showed up to shout down
Rev. Fred Phelps, who has
been appearing at funerals of
American serviceman, always
brandishing orange and yellow
placards reading horrible
things like, “God Loves Dead
Soldiers” or “Thank God for
9/11”.
Obviously the way
Phelps acts is not indicative
of the Christian faith as a
whole. He stands alone in the

cruelty of his speech against
gays, Jews, soldiers, and the
moral decadence of America.
Phelps and the rest of his
congregation and family in the
Westboro Baptist Church in
Topeka, Kan. have protested
at funerals for homosexuals
who have died of AIDS or
been brutally murdered (as in
the case of Matthew Shepard,
who was dragged behind a
truck and killed in Wyoming),
soldiers who have died in Iraq,
and now the miners who died
in the tragic accident in West
Virginia earlier this month.
His hate speech has
even garnered him the censure
of Jerry Falwell, who stated
after the Matthew Shepard
incident, “I found it almost
impossible to believe that
human beings could be so
brutal and vicious to a hurting
family”; In my mind, Phelps is

thankfully too loony to be taken
as a serious representative of
the Christian community.
So
rather
than
attempting to clear our names
of the revolting imbroglio,
why not instead make it an
opportunity for constructive
self-criticism? ' The tunnelvision fundamentalism that
defines the gospel according
to Phelps can easily wrap
its tentacles around us too.
Phelps knows the Bible from
front to back. I’ve listened to
interviews and sermons where
he quotes it so frequently that
he appears to be showing off.
Worse, his interpretations are
there. There is no denying that
he is an out-of-touch TULIP
Calvinist, but I see them still
the same. The scariest thing
about Phelps is that he is
possible.
I had an opportunity

to spend last semester in Egypt
and speak with members of
some of the oldest Christian
churches on earth. These
ancient Eastern churches,
claim Paul and Mark as the
missionaries which brought
the gospel to them. One of.
the most steadying truths they
hold onto - a truth that has
kept them relatively together
for nearly 2,000 years - is that
the church created the Bible. It
was not the other way around.
The early body of Christ
brought thé Bible togethér in
its canonized form.
Why am I saying
this? To rouse evangelical
ire? Not especially. I respect
evangelicals even if I have
some ironic doubts about my
own evangelical vocabulary. I
simply want to point out that
when our esteemed president
gets up in front of our student

lawmakers were forced to pay
the Phelpses for court fees and
lawyers.
Are you kidding me?
Now, however, they
are looking for this same
victory right here in Illinois.
Lt. Gov. Pat Quinn is
looking to pass legislation that
would forbid protesting within
300 feet of a military funeral.
The appropriately .named,
“Let Them Rest in Peace” bill
already has many supporters
in Springfield and is well on
its way to becoming law.
Phelps, however, is
undaunted.
. Never in my life have

I felt stronger about a piece of
legislation and I believe that
there are two reasons for this.
Phelps and his protestors hurt
me on two different levels.
First, as already stated, I am
bonded to these people that are
losing their loved ones in Iraq.
Second, Phelps is doing this
in the name of the Christian
faith. The faith of not only
myself, but also the faith of
my father. A faith that I have
always believed is responsible
for sharing the love of Christ
- not for terrorizing grieving
mothers, fathers, husbands,
wives and children.
How dare you discredit

the sacrifice made by the men
and women in uniform? How
dare you torture a grieving
family? And more importantly,
how dare you do these things
in the name Jesus Christ?
For me, the action of
Rev and his congregation are
nothing short of horrifying.
And I refuse td sit
silently and not put up fight.
After all, Mr. Phelps,
who was it that died so that
you would have the right to
protest?
I believe it was a
soldier.

body and says the Bible is our
arbiter of truth, we should
humbly realize what this Bible
is. Our spiritual ancestors
began writing it 3,500 years'
ago in cultures more akin to
the predominately Muslim
Middle East than our Christian
West. It vexes us - and should
be a lesson to us - that the
authors of the Bible were not
as concerned with its internal
coherence as we would have
liked them to be.
Saying that the Bible
is the Word of God is in many
ways like being handed down
the Baseball Bat of God that
generations before you have
used and learned to cherish:
for all the greatness of the
bat, it is still incumbent upon
you to learn how to swing it.
Phelps swings it one way. By
God’s grace let’s make sure we
swing it another.

DAVIS

<CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

I don’t care what
profession the deceased had,
no one should be allowed to
invade the privacy of a grieving
family. I cannot believe that our
constitution protects this sort
of emotional injury. However,
the courts in Kansas say that it
does.
Phelps
and
his
congregation of protestors
battled the Kansas legislature
after a law was passed that
forced the protestors to move
out of ear-shot from the
funerals they were protesting.
However, the courts
later called such legislation
unconstitutional and Kansas

JOHNSON

<CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

When I used a bit
of my political science
knowledge to tell her that the
forefathers only allowed white,
land-owning males to vote in
the Constitution, she told me
that I hated God and called
me a rebellious brat and many
other names that I thought
would be uncharacteristic of a
Christian.
I look to this with
dismay; the. attitude of the
church when they answered
the phone was very different
from what I was expecting.
Instead of a polite “Westboro
Baptist Church” it was a
vindictive “hello!” I am
concerned when I see children
in the photographs of the
congregation’s protest holding

up signs and yelling. I am even
more disturbed when I realize
how susceptible children are
to believing whatever their
parents teach them from the
start; Mrs. Phelps-Roper is a
good example.
When the church
starts protesting instead of
reaching out as Jesus did, there
is a huge problem, especially
when those protests are done
at funerals which demonstrate
how little respect a person can
have for another.
There is no easy
solution, there is no way to
really talk 48-year-old PhelpsRoper out of protesting at
a soldier’s funeral: I would
hope that instead Christians
could demonstrate to other

Christians how to love and
show respect even if they
disagree with what that person
is saying. Christians should
show how God hates the sin,
but more importantly how God
loves the sinner.
The bill proposed by
Quinn is a brave move, and
I think a great move for the
state of Illinois. While I am
typically a person that wants
to protect freedoms given to
citizens in the Constitution,
I believe that when a person
protests at any funeral, that of a
deceased soldier, homosexual,
Muslim, Christian, and so
forth, that person is infringing
upon the rights of the victim’s
mourners and the rights of the
deceased. I so badly wanted

to ask Phelps-Roper how she
would feel if I were to protest
at one of her 11 children’s
funerals, but unfortunately I
hung up on her insults before
I could get the chance.
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Funeral protests add insult to injury
Deceased soldier's daughter feels the pain o f soldiers'families
By Emily Davis
Forum Co-editor
A cold March wind
• stung my tear-streaked cheeks,
and a distant bugle played the
sad, melancholy tune of Taps
that signals the final rest of a
soldier.
The crisp red, white
and blue flag was removed
from the coffin, pulled taut,
and folded precisely before a
soldier with trembling, whitegloved hands, presented it to
my mother.
With the release of
each round of the 21-gun
salute, those around me
jumped, unprepared for the
sharp break in the silence.
I stood motionless
and watched, helplessly, as a
soldier was laid to rest.
My father —my hero
~ was gone.
Very few people can
understand the strange mix of
grief and pride associated with
the death of a soldier. That
cold day in March, at 13 years
old, I understood.
As I reflect on that day,

I am filled with the same sense
of pride for the soldier who
made the. ultimate sacrifice
for this nation and strangely,
at the very same time, my
heart is overcome with grief
all over again. Still, it is this

"Who has the au
dacity to intrude
on a private funer
al and cause more
pain to the already
devastated family
- in the name of
God?"
unique combination that binds
me, eternally, to the few others
who have lost a soldier. It is
this same bond that caused
me to fill with anger when I
learned of the many military
families forced to share this
final goodbye with the protests,
and pickets of a cold, unfeeling
man.
Rev. Fred Phelps and

his congregation from Topeka,
Kan. have decided that it is
their constitutional right to
protest at funerals of soldiers
that have died in Iraq. Okay,
fair enough. I can understand
that. But, I also understand that
one person’s rights usually end
when they begin infringing
upon the rights of another, and
the way I see it, the families of
other fallen soldiers and I have
the right to grieve our losses
without listening to the chants
of “God hates soldiers” in the
background.
I can’t even begin to
describe how the actions of
Phelps and his congregation
disgust me. Who has the
audacity to intrude on a private
funeral and cause more pain to
the already devastated family
- in the name of God? It seems
unfeeling and inhumane. I
believe the Christian faith
should be one of love - not of
inappropriate accusations and
pain.
See DAVIS> PAGE 11

Rev. Fred Phelps and members of the Westboro Baptist
Church of Topeka, Kan. have protested at funerals of ho
mosexuals, U.S. soldiers, and even Virginia miners killed
earlier this month with placards like these. In response,
Illinois Lt.Gov. Pat Quinn recently proposed legisla
tion that would regulate the time and location protests
would be allowed at private funerals.
Chris Gibson/Staff

Interview with Phelps' daughter reveals lack o f love
By KT Johnson
Forum Co-editor
Although I might not
agree with the war in Iraq, I
do respect all those who have
given their lives, or put their
lives at risk, for our country
and others. That is why I was
completely disturbed when I
discovered that Fred Phelps is
back in action and protesting
at funerals, and this time it is
not the funeral of deceased
homosexuals such as Matthew
Shepard, but the funerals of
deceased military soldiers.
As a person who
has read many articles about
Shepard’s life and funeral,
along with going back to
my high school to see a
performance of “The Laramie
Project,” I couldn’t understand
why Phelps would protest at
military funerals. Many are
familiar with the signs of “God
hates fags” and “Matt in Hell.”
How many are familiar with
the signs raised at military
funerals that say “God hates
You,” “Thank God For Dead
Soldier,” and “Thank God for
September 11th.”
My confusion arises
when I see that all of these
protest signs use the name of

God. While I am not one to
judge who is Christian and
who is not, since when did God
declare that He hates soldiers?
In order to reconcile
these protests with the First
Amendment, Illinois Lt Gov.

"M y confusion
arises when I see
that all of these
protest signs use
the name of God
...since when did
God declare that
He hates soldiers?"
Pat Quinn proposed the “Let
Them Rest in Peace Act”
which would keep protestors
300 feet away from the church
beginning 30 minutes before
the funeral and ending 30
minutes after. I thought this
was a great idea, but Phelps
has already stated that if the
bill is passed, it will go to court
and, in his eyes, lose no matter
what.
So, I decided to make
a brave move and phone

Westboro Baptist Church,
where Phelps is head pastor
in hopes of speaking with
his daughter, Shirley PhelpsRoper.
As luck would have it,
I was allowed after revealing
that I was a student reporter
from a Christian college. What
she said shocked me.
She had automatically
concluded that if the “Let
Them Rest in Peace Act” was
passed it would be brought to
court and lose.
“By the time we
got done with the Kansas
legislature, what they ended up
having to do was pay us about
$170,000 in attorneys’ fees,
and if that’s what the State
of Illinois wants to do, that’s
all right,” she told an ABC
7 Chicago reporter in a story
that was broadcast on Jan. 19.
On the phone with
me, she said, “We can only say
what we want to say as long
as [the state of Illinois] agrees
with it. ... Our forefathers
didn’t intend for that in the
First Amendment.”
See JOHN$ON> PAGE 11

